Full release notes Search! and Match! 2014.3 (the mobile release)
●

Responsive User-Interface
The Search! user-interface now adjusts to fit on any screen,
mobile or tablet. The newly developed mobile layout is
designed to fit on all Apple and Android phones, while
retaining almost all functionalities of the desktop version!*
*The compare view is not available on mobile

●

Wildcard search on external searchers (e.g. devel*)
In this new release, the use of wildcards is possible in both
your own databases as in external sources. You could write
devel* to search for terms that starts with ‘devel’, such as
development, developer and more. Using wildcard search in
external sources is unique. You can now even use wildcards
when the external source itself does not support it.

●

Grouping of facets
It is possible to group facets in ‘parent’ and ‘child’ facets. For
example if you have facets in a certain category such as
Education level, Degree direction and Name of institution, you
could group them together under ‘Education’.

●

Selecting must-have / nice-to-have per keyword
You can now set the nice to have - must have condition per keyword instead of per category.
Example: you can require the IT skills JavaScript and CSS to be must haves and jQuery a nice
to have criteria.

●

Removing all query terms from one category (e.g. remove all IT skills)
Instead of having to remove all terms from a category one by one, you can now remove the
whole section (e.g. instead of removing the IT skills JavaScript, then, CSS, then jQuery per item,
you can now remove the entire field from your search).

●

Sharing read-only projects
When you share a project, you can choose whether other users can make changes or not.
Read-only projects are marked with a lock icon.

●

E-mail alerts for multiple internal data sources
In the current version, you can set up e-mail alerts on one internal database. New results that
match your search are automatically emailed to you. The new release now allows you to receive
alerts from multiple data sources that Search! has indexed, such as your internal databases and
data from Jobfeed. Textkernel can configure this for your account. The e-mail alert will then
contain the results grouped per source.

●

Fixed e-mail address for alerts
It is now possible to set a fixed e-mail address that new results matching saved searches will be
sent to. This could for example be used by job boards, who have integrated Search!, that offer
personal logins to their customer to search their database. Alerts on multiple searches can be
created, but will only be sent to the default email address to avoid abuse.

●

Email templates in French, German, and Dutch.
The emails that are sent to alert you there are new results that match your saved searches, are
besides in English now also available in French, German and Dutch.

●

Speed improvements
You can find speed improvements in showing results, especially when you have many external
tabs. These now load as fast as a single tab. This release also solves the bug where a showing
all results from all categories when you clicked too fast.

For more information or a demo, visit www.textkernel.com/contact, send an email to
demo@textkernel.com or call us at +31 20 494 2498.

